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CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by Rohit118 - 29 Aug 2019 16:08
_____________________________________

CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers has a crucial role in maintaining telecommunication systems as
they are responsible for planning, installing, testing, and maintaining the equipment to run a
proper communication network. Their general duties include the maintenance and repair of
equipment and construction of towers to ensure optimal performance. A telecom engineer’s job
involves the use of various tools such as interconnect devices, network facilities, and radios. A
field engineer also works with engineers from other fields for equipment installation and then
report to the upper management. A CompTIA Cloud Plus engineer should have some
experience with telecommunication systems and at least a two-year degree for
telecommunication field technician jobs. Telecom field engineering is a very demanding job
because they have to work long hours and have to show up as soon as they receive a call when
they’re not on the job. A field engineer also needs to work in high-stress scenarios and repair
the equipment till the service is restored.

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by Markz - 29 Aug 2019 17:17
_____________________________________

Lion King

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 05:00
_____________________________________

Interesting,is this from Wikipedia?

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 05:03
_____________________________________

Rohit118 wrote on 29 Aug 2019 16:08:
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CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers has a crucial role in maintaining telecommunication systems as
they are responsible for planning, installing, testing, and maintaining the equipment to run a
proper communication network. Their general duties include the maintenance and repair of
equipment and construction of towers to ensure optimal performance. A telecom engineer’s job
involves the use of various tools such as interconnect devices, network facilities, and radios. A
field engineer also works with engineers from other fields for equipment installation and then
report to the upper management. A CompTIA Cloud Plus engineer should have some
experience with telecommunication systems and at least a two-year degree for
telecommunication field technician jobs. Telecom field engineering is a very demanding job
because they have to work long hours and have to show up as soon as they receive a call when
they’re not on the job. A field engineer also needs to work in high-stress scenarios and repair
the equipment till the service is restored.

So,tell me,what's a nice compTIA cloud plus engineer like you ,doing in a place like this?

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 17:32
_____________________________________

testing

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 17:33
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 01 Sep 2019 17:32:

testing

testing

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 17:34
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_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 01 Sep 2019 17:33:

sleepy wrote on 01 Sep 2019 17:32:

testing

testing

testing

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 17:36
_____________________________________

just testing if my avatar  title changes from expert boarder to something else when i reach 100
posts( ill probably delete it later)

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by stillgoing - 01 Sep 2019 22:09
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 30 Dec 2494 20:16:

just testing if my avatar  title changes from expert boarder to something else when i reach 100
posts( ill probably delete it later)

Sorry Shluffy. You can't delete any posts once another post is posted afterwards, even if you
posted the subsequent posts. So, unless that stillgoing guy delets this post, I guess they're all
here to stay. (Unless the mods get involved) :-)
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Mazel tov on the status 

========================================================================
====

Re: CompTIA Cloud Plus Engineers
Posted by sleepy - 01 Sep 2019 23:05
_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote on 01 Sep 2019 22:09:

sleepy wrote on 30 Dec 2494 20:16:

just testing if my avatar  title changes from expert boarder to something else when i reach 100
posts( ill probably delete it later)

Sorry Shluffy. You can't delete any posts once another post is posted afterwards, even if you
posted the subsequent posts. So, unless that stillgoing guy delets this post, I guess they're all
here to stay. (Unless the mods get involved) :-)

Mazel tov on the status 

np, i guess its like doing Teshuva , ill c"v fall but ill bounce right back  after the deed is done ,
then  you realize that it aint so easy to "delete"

thanks for the Elul shmooze, (how did you know my yiddishe name?) 
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